OpenReq - Requirements Intelligence Dashboard Manual v1.0

This manual provides basic tips how to work with the OpenReq Requirements Intelligence
Dashboard environment
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Introduction
The Requirement Intelligent (RI) dashboard is the main interface used by stakeholders to support
their innovation department. The RI dashboard is an automated web-based tool that can identify
customer needs in social media.
In the following, a guide through the GUI explaining the functionality implemented for each widget
and view is provided.

Access to the dashboard
Figure 1 shows a screen that requests an access key.

Figure 1- RI access key

Dashboard
The goal of the dashboard view is to give a quick overview of how a company performs with
respect to the opinions of its customers. The dashboard is shown in Figure 2.
This view can be separated into three horizontal layers.
The top layer shows the Twitter accounts managed and a heatmap that visualizes when the
customers are active. The goal is to understand when customers provide relevant information
(such as bug reports and inquiries), when the customer support needs to be more active, and
when problems appear.
The layer in the middle shows three distinct trend reports. Each trend report has the goal to show
changes in relation to different times in the past − i.e., changes since yesterday, last week, and last
month. The outer right trend widget shows the overall sentiment of the customer base. Values
above 1.0 mean that customers are writing positive tweets, while values below -1 means that
customers are unsatisfied − values between 1 and -1 indicate a neutral sentiment.
The left widget shows the proportions of the number of customers reporting problems, inquiries,
or off-topic discussions. On the right, there is a second analysis of the customers’ sentiment. This
analysis helps visualizing the sentiment over the course of single days. Both widgets on that layer
enable the requirements engineer to filter for specific time-frames, such as last 7 days, 30 days, 90
days, this year, all the time, or a custom time frame.

Figure 2 - The RI dashboard

Focus Views
While the dashboard provides a rather general view on how a company performs, the focus view
helps to discover the written feedback. There are two focus view: one on problem reports and one
on inquiries. Both focus views look identical; the only differences are the title and the tweets
shown.
Figure 3 shows the focus view for problem reports. For each focus view, the RI dashboard provides
three horizontal layers.
On the top, there is a filter bar in which the requirements engineer can either select all or a single
Twitter account of interest. In addition, a timeframe can be specified to allow filtering tweets for
specific releases, days, or custom timeframe.

The middle layer presents a view of predefined topics. The predefined topics are part of the access
key configuration. Each topic is represented as a single card containing the name of the topic, the
number of tweets belonging to the topic, as well as the overall sentiment of the topic represented
as thumbs. For an overall positive sentiment, there is a thumbs up icon, thumbs down for an
overall negative perception of the topic and both thumbs up and down if the overall sentiment is
neutral.
The bottom shows a table of tweets which allows for discovering tweets with a string search and
pagination. Each row contains the date of the tweet, the tweet text and in specific cases two
buttons. As this view is about problem reports, it shows the tweets classified as such using the
implemented state-of-the-art approaches. As machine learning-based classification approaches do
not provide perfect results and sometimes differ from what a human or expert thinks, there are
two buttons to either agree or disagree with the classification.

Figure 3 - Focus View - Problem Reports

Competitor Comparison
The competitor comparison displays tweet category distribution and sentiment trends by time frame
(yesterday, last week, last month, overall).

Figure 4 shows the Competitor comparison view; the RI dashboard provides three horizontal
layers.
On the top, there is a filter bar in which the requirements engineer can either select all or a single
Twitter account and the predefined topics of interest.
The middle layer presents a view of the sentiment analysis and the number of tweets per category
per Twitter accounts. Both widgets on that layer enable the requirements engineer to filter for
specific time-frames, such as last 7 days, 30 days, 90 days, this year, all the time, or a custom time
frame.
The bottom shows a table of tweets per topic per Twitter account.Each row contains the Twitter
account, the number of tweets of last day, last week and last month per topics defined in the filter
bar.

Figure 4 - Competitor Comparison

Settings
The settings view (see Figure 5) allows adding (or removing) new Twitter accounts by specifying the
name of the account, the language the tweets, and the interval specifying how often Tweets are
crawled and processed.
The settings view allows changing the Access Key.

Figure 5 - Settings

